understand!what!has!gone!wrong!and!how!to!repair!those!failings.!We!will!first!look!at!the!role!that! innovation!has!played!as!the!driver!of!economic!growth!since!the!start!of!the!Industrial!Revolution,! using!the!long7term!lens!of!technological!regimes!and!paradigms! (Dosi,!1988; !Perez,!2002 !Perez,! ,!2010 !to! characterise!the!current!transition!period!in!its!historical!context.!These!insights!enable!us!to! !! ! 3! understand!that!the!challenge!today!is!not!to!'fix'!finance!while!leaving!the!economy!sick,!but!rather! to!change!the!way!that!the!real!economy!works.!This!change!must!include!de7financialising!the! economy!and!redirecting!investments!towards!productive!mission7oriented!areas.!! We!argue!that!the!way!to!get!the!real!economy!to!operate!in!the!current!context!is!to!employ!a! policy!direction!that!is!smart,!inclusive!and!green.!'Green!growth'!can!become!the!next!big! technological!and!market!opportunity,!stimulating!and!leading!private!and!public!investment.!This! brings!us!to!a!discussion!on!the!role!that!the!government!plays!in!ensuring!that!such!opportunities! exist,!and!particularly!the!importance!of!being!able!to!invest!-!welcoming!the!underlying!risk!and! uncertainty!-!along!the!entire!innovation!chain,!not!only!in!areas!characterised!by!positive! externalities!(such!as!research!and!development!(R&D).!We!then!offer!some!criteria!for!specific! fiscal/tax!policies!in!order!to!achieve!such!a!reorientation!(making!it!more!profitable!for!productive! investments!and!less!profitable!for!speculative!ones),!and!for!creating!the!'smart'!governance! necessary!to!implement!such!policies.!Without!smart!government!at!the!organisational!level,!smart! (innovation7led)!growth!is!impossible.!We!look!at!the!effect!that!such!policies!have!on!steering! missions!and!promoting!more!inclusive!growth,!where!the!State!not!only!socialises!risks!but!also! rewards.!We!argue!that!such!policies!are!themselves!innovation!policies!and!conclude!by! summarising!eight!key!criteria!that!we!believe!can!help!growth!policy!be!guided!by!long7run!value! creation.!!
2)!History!matters!!
It!is!not!enough!to!agree,!as!many!economists!do,!that!innovation!is!a!key!driver!of!economic! growth.!In!order!for!this!assertion!to!have!real!meaning!and!to!produce!coherent!recommendations! across!policy!arenas,!the!underlying!assumptions!of!the!models!and!frameworks!that!guide!the! policies!must!be!connected!with!a!deep!understanding!of!how!innovation!actually!comes!about.! Here,!a!major!strength!of!the!Schumpeterian!evolutionary!theoretical!framework!is!the!significant! attention!it!has!placed!in!recent!decades!on!understanding!the!'process'!of!innovation! (Freeman,! 1994) .!! Contrary!to!other!investment!decisions!(such!as!those!relating!to!stocks,!bonds!or!business! expansion),!which!entail!a!calculable!economic!risk,!innovation!is!a!non7probabilistic!process!with! 'odds'!of!success!or!failure!that!cannot!be!calculated!in!advance! (Knight,!1921) .!Furthermore,! innovation!is!not!a!'random'!variable!(that!is,!independently!and!identically!distributed)!but!is! instead!subject!to!clustering!in!systems! (Freeman!and!Perez,!1988; !Schumpeter,!1912) .!Indeed,!it! tends!to!be!cumulative!and!path7dependent,!with!innovation!today!building!on!yesterday's! innovation! (David,!2004; !Dosi,!2005; !Lazonick,!2011) .!This!is!very!different!from!the!view!in!new! growth!theory! (Romer,!1994) ,!where!innovation!is!seen!as!risky!(as!opposed!to!uncertain)!and!R&D! can!be!modelled!as!a!lottery!and!be!random!in!its!outcomes!(with!little!possibility!of!fat!tails!and!
In!this!context,!it!is!crucial!to!understand!the!deep!sense!in!which!Schumpeter!saw!innovation!as!the! driver!of!growth!in!capitalism.!While!he!claimed!that!bankers!are!at!the!heart!of!capitalism!and!that! credit!creation!is!what!brings!expansion! (Schumpeter,!1934 (Schumpeter,! ![1912 ),!he!was!clear!that!this!was!as!a! response!to!innovation!opportunities.!In!Schumpeter's!view,!it!is!not!the!availability!of!money!that! leads!to!innovation,!investment!and!growth;!it!is!the!availability!of!potential!innovations,!as! investment!opportunities,!that!brings!forth!the!money! (Schumpeter,!1939) (Sachs,!2014 1981' 1982' 1983' 1984' 1985' 1986' 1987' 1988' 1989' 1990' 1991' 1992' 1993' 1994' 1995' 1996' 1997' 1998' 1999' 2000' 2001' 2002' 2003' 2004' 2005' 2006' 2007' 2008' 2009' 2010 The risk is that the 'open innovation' model has increased the number of alliances, but not enhanced the degree of commitment needed by each of the partners involved. In the US in pharmaceuticals, for example, as the State has stepped up its role in the research element of R&D, the private sector has decreased its support, dedicating more of its retained earnings to development (D), marketing, take-overs and stock buybacks. 25% 1915 1920 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 The "roaring twenties "
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